Amidst the coronavirus pandemic, business leaders around the world hesitate on whether their business will survive economic situation. After rigorous planning and hard work, RAM Spaders assure their customers that their spreaders and spare parts will be delivered on time and to a high standard.

Factory Measures

At the time of the outbreak, RAM’s factory workers were leaving for 2 weeks to celebrate the Chinese New Year with their family members. Soon the virus had a grip on the country resulting in travel restrictions; RAM Spaders had to adapt.

Patrick Wong, RAM’s General Operations Manager, planned and implemented strategies to avoid delays to customer deliveries.

With the contingency measures put in place, RAM’s production capacity is at 98% and with a number of spreaders recently delivered, this is testament to RAM’s business as usual declaration.

Recent deliveries include

Qingdao Port
The port Qingdao took delivery of the RAM SingFlex Tandem Headblock for their single hoist STS cranes, allows the port to handle multiple containers in a single lift cycle.

PSA Tuas Terminal
A total of 40 RAM heavy duty electro-hydraulic twin lift spreaders were delivered to PSA Tuas for their double trolley quay cranes and 85 all-electric telescopic spreaders for their yard operations.

Ulamar Russia
Following the success of RAM Revolver, Ulamar in Russia took delivery of the RAM’s Rotating Spreader for their containerised bulk handling operations.

With hard work and good planning RAM has managed to deliver all its orders on time in the current Coronavirus pandemic.
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